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Zigzagging Down a Wild Trail - Bobbie Ann Mason 2002-07-02
In this remarkable book, the author of Shiloh and Other Stories, In
Country, and other award-winning books gives us powerful new stories
that capture the restless energy of life in contemporary America. The
characters here are travelers and seekers, feeling their way toward, or
away from the defining moments of their lives. They roam out into the
world to England, Alaska, Texas, Saudi Arabia, or ricochet back home to
Kentucky, ceaselessly searching, exploring, testing for limits. I felt
strange, says Chrissy in With Jazz, as though all my life I had been
zigzagging down a wild trail to this particular place. In Charger, a
teenage boy races along the interstate, seeking the father who
abandoned him years before. In Rolling into Atlanta, a young woman
searches for the kind of authenticity she remembers from her rural
childhood. In Proper Gypsies, Nancy deals with the shock of being
robbed in London. In The Funeral Side, Sandra comes home to try to
fulfill her responsibilities to her family, but yearns to escape again to
Alaska and the northern lights that haunt her. Writing in the spare,
precise, beautifully nuanced language for which she is famous, Bobbie
Ann Mason expands her art here in dramatic and illuminating fashion.
These fascinating stories bring to life surprising individuals whose
journeys shine a bright light on life as it is lived by many Americans
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today. Zigzagging Down a Wild Trail is a beautiful book by one of
America's finest writers, a book full of drama, humor, and startling
insights into the timeless longings of the human heart.
A Portrait of Pain - Jane Washington 2017-03-31
Seraph Black's entire world has changed. There are no more secrets in
her life, but knowledge comes at a price. Memories take their toll.
Reality demands a due. The silent shadow of her past has stepped into
the light and revealed himself. He has lost everything, and the only thing
left for him to do is make sure that she loses everything as well. Survival
is a complicated game, but her pairs are determined to become experts
at it before they run out of time. If only they knew about the brand of
pain in her portraits that was never there before, because something is
seriously wrong. Her visions are changing. People are dying. The world is
turning on its head once again. -- back cover.
City of Thorns - C N Crawford 2021-07-28
I never thought I'd be singing happy birthday to myself in a dungeon.
And yet when a sinfully sexy demon crashes happy hour, that's exactly
what happens. He's known as the Lord of Chaos, he's mistaken me for my
succubus doppelgänger. Happy birthday to me. When he tastes my blood,
he finally understands I'm mortal. And I realize we have something in
common: we both crave revenge. So we make a deal: I can stay in the
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forbidden city to hunt for my mom's killer. In return, I'll help him get the
vengeance he craves. I just have to pose as a sexy succubus. One
problem--he's my number one suspect. And that's increasingly hard to
remember as he teaches me my role: seduction. With each heated touch I
drift further into peril. And if I fall under his seductive spell, death awaits
me. "I flew through this book... Hot demon lord-check. Action-check.
Romance-check. And there's spice! If you love my books, you definitely
want to read this one." -Laura Thalassa
The Road Gets Longer If I Stop - Rick Garvia 2013-03-19
Rick Garvia is a writer, amateur landscaper, former professional
homebuilder, traveler, yoga hack, reader, wine drinker, amateur
photographer, boulder mover, dog lover, loud sneezer, spelling snob,
coffee drinker, father, brother, son and a happily married regular guy
facing growing older with equal amounts of frustration, amazement and
aplomb. The Road Gets Longer If I Stop is a collection of short stories
from his popular blog. Described as “out-of-the-box, insightful,
humorous, and smart,” each story digs deeper yet barely scratches the
surface of a life spent trying to figure things out. The colorful short
stories, insightful musings and razor sharp dialogue will capture the
reader’s imagination and curiosity.
Glass Houses - Rachel Caine 2006-10-03
College freshman Claire Danvers has had enough of her nightmarish
dorm situation, where the popular girls never let her forget just where
she ranks in the school's social scene: somewhere less than zero. When
Claire heads off-campus, the imposing old house where she finds a room
may not be much better. Her new roommates don't show many signs of
life. But they'll have Claire's back when the town's deepest secrets come
crawling out, hungry for fresh blood. Watch a Windows Media trailer for
this book.
Little Dead Riding Hood - Amie Borst 2014
""Twelve-year-old vampire, Scarlet Small, learns how to make friends
and fit in at her new school in this quirky retelling of a classic fairytale"-Hex Boys in Disguise - A. &. E. Kirk 2019-02-13
Have you ever wondered what really happened to the Hex Boys when
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Aurora wasn't around? If their plans really went as smoothly as they
claimed? Now is your chance to find out. HEX BOYS IN DISGUISE is a
collection of the Boys' Mission Reports from THE DIVINICUS NEX
CHRONICLES Book 3. Enjoy DEMONS IN DISGUISE from the Hex Boys'
point of view!
Stealing Embers - Julie Hall 2020-09-22
A realm of monsters. A world of lies. She belongs to both. Enter the
spectrum world, a realm in-between worlds where shadow beasts draw
blood, reality is a maze of twisted lights and sounds, and life goals are
whittled down to just one: survive.
Midnight Lies - Leia Stone 2020-12
Nai thought nothing could be worse than Alpha Academy's midyear
games...The first few months of school weren't exactly easy: fated-mate
from the rival clan, selkie attacks, and that minor, aka huge, plot to kill
her.But things seem to be going from bad to worse.After watching a
loved one's horrific death at the hands of the alpha king, Nai decides
another visit to Dark Row is in order. After all, a witch there knows the
Keeper of Souls, and Nai wants her friend back.But the trip to the Realm
of the Dead doesn't go quite as planned. Nai discovers a family member
has been keeping secrets-BIG secrets. Scratch that. Make that TWO
family members-and LOTS of secrets.When Nai's negotiation skills land
her and Rage in a contract that is near impossible to meet, the
consequences of success and failure are equally dire.Ah, hello,
trouble!She's determined to bring her friend back from the dead and still
keep her mate, or die trying.One thing's for certain, nothing on Shifter
Island will ever be the same.
The Vixen's Lead - Tate James 2017-09-13
"One of my favourite reads this year!" -- Jaymin Eve, USA Today
Bestselling Author "This is the Reverse Harem book you've been waiting
for..." -- Rebecca Royce, Bestselling Author of The Westervelt Wolves "Sly
like a fox, Tate James lures you into this Reverse Harem thriller full of
twists, turns, and tempting men!" -- A&E Kirk, Bestselling Author of The
Divinicus Nex Chronicles I want vengeance so badly that I can almost
taste it. It's all I've ever wanted. So, I did what anyone in my unique
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position would do. I slapped on a secret identity and became an
internationally renowned thief, known as The Fox. Nobody knows me.
Nobody can catch me. Or so I thought... It turns out; I have what they
want. Special abilities. And trust me, these abilities are coveted--and
dangerous. Now, I don't know who to trust or where to go. Peril lurks on
every corner as I try to uncover my past and origin. Teaming up with
unlikely allies may be my only chance at survival or my biggest mistake.
Only time will tell. I'm Kit Davenport and this is only the beginning. **
Warning: This book is a Reverse Harem. It also contains violence, sex,
bad-language and content which some readers may find triggering. **
The Beautiful Dance of Life - Princess Mazzaloulou 2016-10-26
The window is the portal into another world where our perspective
changes on all different subjects. If life were a dance, it would weave in
and out of different scenarios and situations, effortlessly. With the
guidance of the Universe, we can learn to trust ourselves to dance
through life. We can learn to move in and out of the open window of
change until we really are ready to live forever in another world.
Through short, though profound, writings and affirmations, The Beautiful
Dance of Life takes us on a journey of discovery. Centered around the
open window, the illustrated princess, with her bird and cat companions,
shows us the way to inner expansions where we realise change, through
trust and courage, is possible. "Everything happens at the open window,
the portal into another world. Our experience of life depends upon
whether we stay the safe side of the window or have the courage to go
through." The Beautiful Dance of Life.
Demons in Disguise - E. Kirk 2015-12-25
The HIGHLY ANTICIPATED Book 3 in the #1 Amazon Best Selling Series
THE DIVINICUS NEX CHRONICLES! More non-stop action and
adventure with Aurora and the Hextraordinarily Super Sexy HEX BOYS!
It's murder and mayhem when Aurora risks it all to uncover the
DEMONS IN DISGUISE! ------------------------------------ Survival. Time to make
it their problem. With dead bodies piling up on this side of the Waiting
World and the Mandatum closing in, Aurora is so over being prey. So the
hunted becomes the hunter. Targeting the dangerous traitor who wants
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her dead catapults Aurora out of Gossamer Falls and way past her
comfort zone. But the master of deception won't go down easy, armed
with a diabolical plan and a legion of evil to take down anyone who gets
in their way...including the Hex Boys. Aurora and her six Hexy Knights
dive into the belly of the Mandatum beast and wade through murky
moral waters where trusting the wrong people is the only way to make
things right. What could possibly go wrong? In Aurora's
case...everything. ----------------------- Continuing the action-packed Divinicus
Nex Chronicles, Aurora and fan-favorite hotties The Hex Boys are back
with more mystery, non-stop action, romance and laugh-out-loud humor
that makes this thrilling series irresistible. Come along for the ride
where... Nex, Thugs, and Dead Souls Roll!
Richmond City or Village? - J. M. K. Walkow 2015-06-27
Inspired by its natural beauty, these are the works about one of Canada's
jewels: Richmond in British Columbia.
Refuge - Karen Lynch 2014-12-09
To keep the people she loves safe, Sara left everything she knew behind.
She soon learns this new world is nothing like her old one, and she
struggles to make a place for herself among the Mohiri. But it soon
becomes apparent to Sara and to everyone one around her that she is not
your typical warrior. As the weeks pass, Sara builds new relationships,
copes with her new trainers, and tries to manage her ever-changing
powers, while keeping her unique heritage a secret. Looming in the
background is the constant shadow of the Master who will do anything to
find her. Sara finds herself on a journey of self-discovery that uncovers
her true strengths and awakens a part of her she never knew existed.
She experiences the delight of new friendships, the sweetness and pain
of first love, and a loss so deep it could be the thing that finally breaks
her. At the end of it all, she discovers that the one place she was
supposed to be safe might not be the refuge she thought it was.
Reverie and Redemption - Kaydence Snow 2021-12-09
I'm in love with three men. I'm just not sure if they're a dream come true
or my worst nightmare.It began with hearing voices - another step on my
steady descent into madness. It was inevitable, considering the whole
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town hated me and I was the loneliest person on the planet.I didn't really
blame them. Everyone who got close to me ended up in the hospital. I'd
be suspicious of me too.When the three distinct, alluring voices in my
head started to appear before my eyes as three distinct, gorgeous men I
really started to question everything I thought I knew.They called
themselves Dreamwalkers and told me they were hunting the monster
attacking all the people around me.They won't leave me alone.I'm not
sure I want them to.But am I the monster they're after? Or are we all in
worse danger than I ever could've imagined?
Poppy Mayberry, The Monday - Jennie K. Brown 2016-09-13
What if your teacher could read your mind just because she was born on
a Thursday? Or the kid next to you in class could turn back the clock just
because he was a Wednesday? In the quirky town of Nova, all of this is
normal. Poppy Mayberry, an almost-11-year-old Monday, should be able
to pass notes in class or brush her dog, Pickle, without lifting a finger.
Poppy's Monday telekinesis ability has some kinks and that plate of
spaghetti she's passing may just end up on someone's head. If that's not
hard enough, practically-perfect Ellie Preston is out to get her and
Principal Wible wants to send Poppy to remedial summer school to work
on her powers! It's enough to make a girl want to disappear. If only she
were a Friday.
Rogue - Karen Lynch 2015-10-27
Sara Grey is done hiding and done being afraid. The Master thinks he
has her running scared, but she’s taking matters into her own hands and
taking her life back. With the help of her friends, she sets out to find the
one person who can answer her questions about her past, and who may
be able to lead them to the Master. On her journey, Sara faces new
challenges and dangers, and learns that the world of good and evil is not
as clear cut as she had believed. She makes new friends, unexpected
allies, and reconnects with people from her past. As her powers continue
to change and grow, she transforms from a struggling girl into a strong
young warrior. But at what cost? How much is Sara willing to sacrifice in
her need for independence and her quest for the truth? And will her
newfound strength be enough to save her and the people she loves when
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she finally comes face-to-face with her powerful nemesis? Nothing could
have prepared her for what is to come, and it will take everything in her
to survive the final test of courage and love.
Persuasion - Jaymin Eve 2017-05-30
Willa Knight: Dweller? Bad-ass? Notorious pet to five magical beings? In
Blesswood, there are rules, and someone is trying to teach her how to
follow them. The only problem is Willa. Which shouldn't be anything new,
since she has been a problem since birth-something her pseudo-sister
Emmy would agree on. So it definitely shouldn't be new ... but it is.
Because things are starting to happen that have never happened before.
Things are starting to get ...chaotic. This is a full novel, 90,000 words.
Book 2 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods Series
An Assassin's Death - Harper Wylde 2018-08-31
As an assassin of the Lifeless League, there are two rules I live by:1.
Never kill another hunter.2. Obey orders.When I find that my newest set
of targets are branded with the Mark of the Hunter, I don't know who I
can trust anymore. I can't take their lives without knowing why these
mysterious men turned their backs on the League.A choice will have to
be made eventually. Even if they refuse to make anything easy for me.
The four brooding ex-assassins give me trials, training, and tests to study
my unusual powers and prove myself as one of them. A deadly plan is
now in place but they've all made one grave mistake: Underestimating
me. Because I'm adding a third and final rule to my list:3. Survive.This is
a Reverse Harem Series, recommended for readers 18 and over.
Bullying Ben - Timothy Pina 2013-08-20
Many people remember Benjamin Franklin as the man who discovered
electricity. But did you know that he was bullied as a child? Yes, Ben was
bullied by his older brother James. So badly in fact, that when he left
home he did not return. Benjamin Franklin overcame bullying and went
on to become so successful that he is remembered as one of the greatest
inventors of all time and is one of America's founding fathers. But how
did he do it? This book is a historic fictional and inspirational story of
how Ben was able to rise above the bullying and move on to accomplish
great things in his life. Through his will to never give up, Ben was able to
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overcome his despair. It is our hope that this story will help inspire
children who are victims of bullying to understand that they are not
alone. Many famous people were also bullied throughout history and it
can be overcome.
Queen Mecca - Leia Stone 2017-12-15
The Winter Queen has declared war on the shifters of New York City.
She is coming to destroy Arianna, and everyone she cares about. But the
five boroughs are united for the first time in hundreds of years and
Arianna is not going to let a little ice storm rip them apart.
Out of the Box Awakening - Jennifer Theriot 2013-11-05
Olivia Petersen thought her life ended the day her husband walked
out....Little did she know, it had only just begun..... Olivia is a good
woman, a good mother, a good wife. She's got it made. She doesn't want
anything to change. Of course, it does... Swept from her perfect paperdoll life in Houston, Olivia finds herself in Chicago, alone, betrayed, and
far from home. Soon everything she thought she knew about herself and
her life will be challenged. She has only courage, love, and her passion
for music to carry her through the maelstrom-or draw her further in. Ash
is the man who has everything-everything except healing from the losses
of a lifetime. His only peace lies in the sweet flow of music pouring from
his guitar. What happens when the married woman and the widower are
thrown together by fate? Out of the Box Awakening is a story of shared
passion and shared joy. Jennifer Theriot has written a compelling book
about what happens when two people find new life and new love for
themselves and for those around them.
Unleashing Fire - Julie Hall 2021-07-22

overload of deadly secrets and suspicious motives makes trusting them a
potentially fatal move.LETHAL ALLIESThe battle to save her family,
herself, and stop demonic domination may cost Aurora everything worth
living for, and force her to reveal her own dark secrets. But no worries.
She needs the Hex Boys to pull this off, and, chances are, teaming up
with these guys will get her killed anyway.AND NOW...at the end of
DEMONS AT DEADNIGHT you get the first two chapters of the thrilling
sequel, DROP DEAD DEMONS!We adore our fans! Visit us, A&E Kirk at
AEKIRK.COM, Facebook.com/AandEKirk, and Goodreads.com/AEKIRK.
Throne of Glass - Sarah J. Maas 2012
A hugely commercial, fabulously addictive fantastical romp - from an
author with top-notch digital self-publishing pedigree and legions of fans
awaiting publication
Serving the Fae - Leia Stone 2020-05-29
Lily was left heartbroken and pissed off at Liam after he took off to side
with his people. But now she will have to forgive him and form an
alliance. She must bring all of the crystals back to faerie and restore the
lands before it's too late. But Liam is hiding a secret, and so are the
elders.If Lily can decode the text in her mother's journal, she may just
find the key to saving everything, including her heart.
The Quiet Game - Greg Iles 2000-07-01
INTRODUCING PENN CAGE... From the author of Cemetery Road comes
the first intelligent, gripping thriller in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Penn Cage series. Natchez, Mississippi. Jewel of the South.
City of old money and older sins. And childhood home of Houston
prosecutor Penn Cage. In the aftermath of a personal tragedy, this is
where Penn has returned for solitude. This is where he hopes to find
peace. What he discovers instead is his own family trapped in a mystery
buried for thirty years but never forgotten—the town’s darkest secret,
now set to trap and destroy Penn as well.
Trying to Live with the Dead - B. L. Brunnemer 2017-05-09
Hi, I'm Alexis Delaney. I'm your average 17-year-old girl. Except I can
see the dead. And talk to the dead. And push them away and, well, help
them move on. So..okay, I'm not your average 17-year-old girl. For years

Demons at Deadnight - Alyssa Kirk 2011
For seventeen-year-old Aurora Lahey, survival is a lifestyle.DEMONIC
DESTINYAurora has the crappiest superpower on the planet. And it's just
unleashed a hit squad from hell. Demons are on the hunt, salivating to
carve her carcass into confetti.CHARISMATIC KILLERSThe Hex
Boys—mysterious, hunky, and notorious for their trails of
destruction—have the answers Aurora needs to survive. But their
drop-dead-demons-divinicus-nex-chronicles-2
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I've been struggling to survive the souls still roaming around. The
shitheads always seem to find me. Moving from town to town every few
months never helped either. More dead just always find me. But things
are changing for me now. I'm moving in with my uncle Rory and cousin
Tara. I'm finally going to be able to do normal teenage stuff I've been
missing out on. Right? Well, if this one bitch of a ghost could leave me
alone on campus that would be great. Especially since I haven't told my
new friends about my abilities. Can you believe this? Five good looking
guys practically adopt me on my first day of school, and I still think
they're a bit nuts for it. Now if I can only just keep my life with the dead
from mixing with my normal life, everything would be great. Yeah...I
don't see that happening either. But I'm going to give it a shot. Who
knows? It might work.
Forging Darkness (Fallen Legacies Book 2) - Julie Hall 2021-01-19

someone who wants me for me? Check...times a lot.Avoid the Arcane
Heirs at all costs? Erh...Find out who was behind the resistance and stop
them from killing even more people? It's a work in progress.Stay out of
trouble?*Crickets*In my defense, chaos and trouble have always found
me, no matter where I am.And having the Arcane Heirs going out of their
way to win me over only seems to make things worse.Conflict is brewing,
and I somehow ended up stuck in the middle of it all.The last thing I
wanted was to be caught in this tug of war, Especially now that my magic
has become Erratic.Author note: Erratic is book three of the Arcane
Mage series. This book is a reverse harem romance intended for adult
audiences. It contains adult language, lots of cursing, and sexual themes
that are not suitable for anyone under the age of eighteen. No Opossums
were taken out of their mailbox in the makings of this boo
Hectic - T S Snow 2020-11-26
I thought having my diploma as a Magical Engineer would be the answer
to all my problems, I couldn't have been more wrong.In an attempt to
take down the resistance, I became their target.Now I have no MET, no
home, And the entire world thinks I'm dead.Hidden, I need to find a way
to flush out the mole who has wormed his way into AMIA, That's the only
way I'll have my life and freedom back.If only things were so easy.To
make things even more complicated, The Arcane heirs keep popping up
left and rightwith their sexy good looks and hard... abs.They're a
distraction I should try to avoid, but can't quite resist.When did my
Chaotic life become so Hectic?Author Note: Hectic is book two of the
Arcane Mage series. This book is a reverse harem romance intended for
adult audiences. It contains adult language, lots of cursing, and sexual
themes that are not suitable for anyone under the age of eighte
Ashes - Suzanne Wright 2017-07-04
Knox and Harper's story continues as the Las Vegas lair - and its two
infamous Co-Primes - face their most terrifying enemy yet . . . Together,
Harper and Knox have overcome just about every evil thing you can think
of - from Horsemen of the Apocalypse to dark magic practitioners to
Lucifer's insistent belief that he's hilarious. They're looking forward to
some well-earned downtime - until Harper is attacked by mercenaries in

Three Days to Dead - Kelly Meding 2009-11-24
They’ll never see her coming. . . . When Evangeline Stone wakes up
naked and bruised on a cold slab at the morgue—in a stranger’s body,
with no memory of who she is and how she got there—her troubles are
only just beginning. Before that night she and the two other members of
her Triad were the city’s star bounty hunters, mercilessly cleansing the
city of the murderous creatures living in the shadows, from vampires to
shape-shifters to trolls. Then something terrible happened that not only
cost all three of them their lives but also convinced the city’s other
Hunters that Evy was a traitor—and she can’t even remember what it
was. Now she’s a fugitive, piecing together her memory, trying to deal
some serious justice—and discovering that she has only three days to
solve her own murder before the reincarnation spell wears off. Because
in three days Evy will die again—but this time there’s no second chance.
...
Erratic - T S Snow 2021-03-17
The plan was supposed to be simple: Graduate as a Magical Engineer?
Check.Get people to finally acknowledge my amazing tech skills?
Check...Though it was a little more than I bargained for. Find that special
drop-dead-demons-divinicus-nex-chronicles-2
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the middle of her tattoo shop. Worse still, the attackers are trying to take
her wings - the ones no one is meant to know she even has. It's a near
miss and once a furious Knox has managed to pull his demon back into
line there's only one thing clear - someone knows Harper's secrets and is
systematically setting out to destroy her. It seems likely that someone is
the third Horseman - but how do they know so much about Harper? It
seems the impossible might be true - they have an enemy hiding at the
very heart of the lair. To survive Harper will need to embrace power
that's darker than she's ever experienced and even Knox can't protect
her from everything - though God knows nothing's going to stop him
trying. The stakes have never been higher, for if Harper's taken by this
new threat, Knox won't be able to stop his demon from taking a vicious
pleasure in tearing the world apart . . . ______________ Find out why
readers everywhere are obsessed with Suzanne Wright 'It's been two
minutes since my last fix and I need Suzanne Wright to give me more'
Edgy Reviews 'No words to describe how much I ADORE this
extraordinary and magical read!' Gi's Spot Reviews 'A whole lot of action
and excitement. Add in lots of sarcastic banter, a sexy alpha demon and
his smart-mouthed heroine, an intense, highly passionate romance and a
bit of a mystery, and I devoured this book from start to finish!' The
Escapist Book Blog 'What a great start to yet another fab Suzanne
Wright Series!' Aurora B's Book Blog 'Unique, original and very
entertaining' Ramblings from this Chick 'Run, don't walk, to your
preferred device and click this title immediately. The worst that will
happen is you will be compelled to read everything she has ever written!'
Amazon Reviewer, 5 stars 'Just read it. NOW! A gigantic 5 FREAKING
STARS!' Amazon Reviewer, 5 stars
Drop Dead Demons - Alyssa Kirk 2014-05-30
"Survival. It's an on-going battle. GOING ON A TREASURE HUNT...
Aurora Lahey finally knows why supernatural slayers salivate to
slaughter her, but how to stop them? Not so much. Sure, she's
discovered her own lethal powers, and has six sexy, super-charged,
demon hunting Hex Boys watching her back--the hottest one watching
every part of her. But when a seductive stranger delivers a deadly
drop-dead-demons-divinicus-nex-chronicles-2

ultimatum, Aurora and the Hex Boys plunge into a do-or-die hunt for a
legendary Mandatum treasure, which will finally shift power in their
favor. Or unleash hell on earth."--From the authors.
Loving in Time - A. E. Kirk 2013-08
Threshold of Annihilation - T.A. White 2020-12-15
When her most closely guarded secrets are laid bare, how will Kira
survive the inevitable fall out—and will anybody be standing beside her
in the end? Traveling to the planet of Jettie in the hopes of finding safe
harbor for her niece, Kira arrives only to find their destination host to the
quorum—a series of dangerous contests that hold the power to decide
the fate of empires. With little choice but to participate, it doesn’t take
long for Kira to find herself knee deep in enemies. Surrounded on all
sides, Kira will have to face her worst fear. Trusting others with the
truth. Because it’s becoming clear the tsavitee are no longer content to
exist in the shadows. War is coming—and everything Kira thought she
once knew is about to change.
The Final Formula - Becca Andre 2013-10-12
To a master alchemist like Addie, impossible is just another word for
challenge. When a fiery explosion destroys the Alchemica, the premier
alchemy institute in the United States, she's left with nothing. No home,
no colleagues, and no memory. Learning what happened seems
impossible, but she still has one strength, and in her opinion, it's the only
one she needs. She hasn't forgotten a thing about alchemy.Addie brews a
potion to restore her lost past, but remembers only the flames of the
Alchemica's destruction-and a man among the ashes. A man with the
elemental power of fire, who just happens to be the leader of the magical
community. He might know what happened, but getting him to tell her
will require some...creativity. The magical aren't fond of alchemists.
Some say it borders on hatred, but Addie isn't one to back down from a
challenge, even if that challenge happens to be a man who can turn her
to ash with a thought.
Queen Heir - Leia Stone 2016-12-13
Arianna is a queen heir, at 20 years old she's now eligible for the crown
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of wolf shifters. Heirs are trained and groomed so that they're ready,
should the queen perish. The Red Queen has stood for a century and her
power beyond reckoning, until she is murdered. Four heirs will now fight
for the crown. Let the summit begin.
Crown of Midnight - Sarah J. Maas 2013-08-15
The action-packed, heart-wrenching and fantastically addictive sequel to
Sarah J. Maas's epic YA fantasy debut THRONE OF GLASS. Eighteenyear-old Celaena Sardothien is bold, daring and beautiful – the perfect
seductress and the greatest assassin her world has ever known. But
though she won the King's contest and became his champion, Celaena
has been granted neither her liberty nor the freedom to follow her heart.
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Celaena faces a choice that is tearing her to pieces: kill in cold blood for
a man she hates, or risk sentencing those she loves to death. Celaena
must decide what she will fight for: survival, love or the future of a
kingdom. Because an assassin cannot have it all ... And trying to may just
destroy her.
Queen Fae - Leia Stone 2017-04-08
The fae underestimated Arianna, Queen of the wolf shifters, who sets out
with her mate and pack of dominants to rescue the magic born from the
fae lands. But the fae have been waiting for her, and she's just walked
right into their trap.
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